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Abstract. The paper approaches the binary signature for each image based on 
the percentage of the pixels in each color images, at the same time the paper 
builds a similar measure between images based on EMD (Earth Mover's 
Distance). Besides, the paper proceeded to create the S-tree based on the similar 
measure EMD to store the image’s binary signatures to quickly query image 
signature data. From there, the paper build an image retrieval algorithm and 
CBIR (Content-Based Image Retrieval) based on a simlilar measure EMD and 
S-tree. Based on this theory, the paper proceeded to build application and 
experimental assessment of the process of querying image on the database 
system which have over 10,000 images. 
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1   Introduction 
Finding images in a large DATABASE of digital images is a difficult problem,  
the puzzle is to query the images in a large image DATABASE system effectively. To 
solve this problem, some systems of querying were built, such as  QBIC, ADL, 
DBLP, Virage, Alta Vista, SIMPLYcity,... 
There are two common approaches querying the images: querying the images is 
based on the keyword TBIR (Text-Base Image Retrieval) [2, 3] and based on the 
content CBIR (Content-Base Image retrieval) [2, 4, 9, 10]. The TBIR system can  
give the images with content that are not related to the request of querying because 
the nature of the keywords is independent of the content of the images. To overcome 
this problem, CBIR system will extract the visual attributes of the images which are 
needed to query, and then compare with the visual attributes of the other images 
which have been stored in the database. However, if the method of comparing the 
similarity of the content is ineffective, the results of querying will put out the images 
with content which are not related to the requested query. The similar assessment 
method of images basing on EMD distance and the method of querying images basing 
on the S-tree will be built in this paper. 
In recent years, there has been considerable research published regarding CBIR, 
such as the query image system based on color histogram [2], quantization and 
compare similarity measure of the images based on color histogram [3, 8], the 
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similarity of the images based on the combination of the images’ colors and texture 
[9, 12, 13, 14, 16], the query images based on the colors [10], the query images based 
on the similarity of the images [4, 17], based on histogram and the texture of the 
images [15], using the EMD distance in image retrieval [5, 6, 18], the image indexing 
and retrieval technique VBA (Variable-Bin Allocation) basing on signature bitstrings 
and S-tree [4], color quantization in the images[11],… 
In the approach of this paper will create the binary signature of an image, and also 
the description of the distribution of image’s colors by a bitstring with given size. The 
content of the article will aim to query efficiently "similar images" in a large image 
database system. This paper will have two major parts that reducing the amount of 
storage space and speeding up the query image on a large database systems. 
2   THE RELATED THEORY 
2.1   The binary signature of the image 
The binary signature of the image “the vector bit” is formed by hashing the data 
objects, and will have k bit 1 and (m-k) bit 0 in the bit chain [1..m], with m is the 
length of the binary signature. [1]  
The data objects and the object of the query are encoded on the same algorithm. 
When the bits in the signature data object are completely covered with the bits in the 
query signature, then this data object is a candidate fulfilling the query. There are 
three cases occuring: [1] (1) the data object matches the query: every bit in the sq is 
covered with thebits in the signature si of the data object (i.e., sq ∧ si = sq); (2) the 
object does not match the query (i.e., sq ∧ si ≠ sq); (3) the signatures are compared and 
then give the false drop result. 
The binary signature of the image is the description of the contents of the image. The 
binary signature method in VBA (Variable-Bin Allocation) will save over 75% and 
87.5% in storage overhead when compared to GCHs (Global Color Histograms) and 
CCVs(Color-Coherence Vectors), respectively. [4] 
Each image in the database is quantized into a fixed number of n colors: c1, c2, ... , cn. 
Each color cj will be represented by a bitstring of length t, i.e., jt
jj bbb ...21 , for 1 ≤ j ≤n, 
so each image will be described as a sequence of bits 112
1
1 ... tbbbS = …
n
t
nn bbb ...21 , with 
1=jib  if ×= thi j , otherwise 0=
j
ib , where jh is the percentage of pixels of the 
color jc in the image. [4] 
S-tree [1, 4] is a tree with many branches which are balanced, each node of an S-tree 
contains a number of pairs 〉〈 nextsig , , where sig is a signature and next is a pointer 
to a child node. A node root of the S-tree contains at least two pairs 〉〈 nextsig ,  and 
at most M pairs 〉〈 nextsig , , all internal nodes in the S-tree can accommodate at least 
m and at most M pairs 〉〈 nextsig , , 21
Mm ≤≤ , the leaves of the S-tree will 
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contain image signatures sig, along with a unique identifier oid for those images. The 
tree height for n signatures is at most: −= 1log nh m  
Each query signature will do the top-down order and can traverse many paths from 
root to leafs because the signature query can be match with many signatures at 
internal node in the S-tree. 
Building the S-tree been is done by basing on inserting and splitting the node. At the 
beginning, the S-tree only contains a null leaf, after that each signature will be 
inserted into the S-tree. When the node v is full will be split into two node, at the 
same time the parent node parentv  will created (if not exist) and two new signatures 
will be insert to node parentv . 
1.2   The EMD distance 
The EMD distance [5, 6] is the minimum amount to be transported from one 
component to another. The EMD distance is based on finding the solution in the 
transportation problem. Setting I is a set of suppliers, J is a set of consumers, ijc  is 
the transportation costs from the supplier Ii ∈  to the consumer Jj ∈ , we need to 
find out flows ijf  to minimize the total cost ∑∑
∈ ∈Ii Jj
ijij fc [7] with the following 
constraints: 
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With ix  is the provider’s general ability Ii ∈ , jy is the total need of the consumer 
Jj ∈ . The feasible condition is: the total consumption total doesn’t exceed the total 
supply :∑ ∑
∈ ∈
≤
Jj Ii
ij xy . At that time, the EMD distance is defined as follow: 
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The transportation problem is used for matching the value of color histogram by 
defining two color histograms 1H  and 2H  are the suppliers and the consumers, 
respectively. The cost ijc  is the distance between the element 1Hi ∈  and the 
element 2Hj ∈ , ijf  is the distribution flow from the element histogram 1Hi ∈ to 
the one 2Hj ∈ . 
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3   Building data structures and image retrieval algorithms  
3.1   Creating a binary signature of the image basing on the color histogram 
Step 1. Choosing a standard color set },...,,{ 21 ncccC =  is to calculate the color 
histogram of the image, supposing I is the image that needs to calculate color 
histogram. Quantification of the image I  in order to retain only the dominant colors 
},...,,{ 21 InIII IcccC = , the color histogram vector of image I  is },...,,{ 21 InIII IhhhH = . 
Step 2. The colourful histogram vector standardizes },...,,{ 21 nhhhH =   the color 
histogram of the image I in the color set },...,,{ 21 ncccC =  
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Step 3. Each color Ijc  will be described into a sequence of bits with the length m: 
j
m
jj bbb ,...,21  , so the binary signature of the image I will be: 
n
m
nn
m bbbbbb ,...,...,..., 21
11
2
1
1 , 
in which 
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Setting jm
jjj bbbB ...21= , the binary signature of the image I  will be: 
nBBBSIG ...21=  
3.2   Measurement similar image based on EMD distance 
The image I  has the binary signature nIIII BBBSIG ...
21
= , the weighted of the 
component jIB will be: ∑
=
××==
m
i
j
i
j
I
j
I
m
ibBww
1
)100()( , with jmjjjI bbbB ...21= . From 
those things, we have the weighted vector of the image I will be: 
},...,,{ 21 nIIII wwwW = . J is the image that we need to calculate the similarity comparing 
with the image I , so we need to minimize the colour distribution costs: ∑∑
= =
n
i
n
j
ijij fd
1 1
, 
with ( )ijfF =  is the matrix of color flows distribution from iIc  to jJc , and 
( )ijdD =  is the Euclidean distance matrix in the RGB color space from iIc  to jJc . 
The similarity between two images I and J  basing on the EMD distance will 
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minimize the value ( )
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3.3   Creating similar measure image based on EMD distance 
In order to reduce the storage space and increase the query speed, this report builds 
the signature tree S- tree to store the binary signatures of the image. Each node in the 
S-tree will store a set of the elements },{ 〉〈 nextsig , with sig  is the signature and 
next  reference pointer to the child node. The leaves will store the entries 
},{ 〉〈 oidsig , with sig is the signature of each image and oid  is the unique 
identification of the corresponding image. The process of  creating the S-tree is 
based on inserting and splitting the nodes in the S-tree [1, 4].  The algorithm creating 
the S-tree stores the image’s binary signature basing on the EMD distance as follow: 
Input: the set of signatures S = {<sigi, oidi> | i = 
1,…,n} 
Output: the S-tree 
Algorithm1. Gen-Stree(S, Root) 
Begin 
Step 1. 
v = Root; 
If S = ∅ then STOP; 
Else Choosing <sig, oid> ∈ S and S = S \ <sig, 
oid>; 
Qua bước 2; 
Step 2. 
If v is leaf then 
begin 
v = v ⊕ <sig, oid>; 
UnionSignature(v); 
If v.count > M then SplitNode(v); 
To go back Step 1; 
end 
 Else 
 begin 
   EMD(SIG0→sig, sig) = min{EMD(SIGi→sig,sig)| 
SIGi ∈ v}; 
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  v = SIG0→next; 
  To go back Step 2; 
end 
End. 
The Algorithm1 will give the sig  signatures from the S signature file into S-tree. 
Each signature sig  will be inserted into the most appropriate leaf. If the leaf is full, 
the spit will be done after that the S-tree will grow in the direction of the root of the 
tree height. At each internal node of the S-tree, the priority will go in the similarity 
measure with EMD distance, this process will be approved until we can find a 
appropriate leaf. The traverse S-tree does not necessarily go through all paths, this 
will be a period of significant cost reduction in the process of finding the appropriate 
leaf. Therefore, each signature to insert will traverse through the 
height −= 1log nh m , with  m  is the minimum number of signatures of a node in 
the S-tree, k  is the length of each signature, every node in S-tree will have 
maximum M signature, so the browser to find the appropriate leaf node would cost a 
maximum of −×× 1log nMk m . However, if we find the appropriate leaf is full, we 
have to split node and will have the time complexity )( 3MO [1]. Splitting the node 
basing on base of operations seed−α , seed−β , and basing on the similarity 
measure EMD, is done as follows 
Input: Nút cần tách v và danh sách các chữ ký cần chèn 
Output: Cây S-tree sau khi thực hiện phép tách nút 
Algorithm2. SplitNode(v) 
Begin 
 Tạo nút αv  và βv  lần lượt chứa chữ ký seed−α  và 
seed−β  
 v = v \ { seed−α , seed−β } 
For (SIGi ∈ v) 
 begin 
  If (EMD(SIGi→sig, seed−α ) < EMD(SIGi→sig, 
seed−β )) then 
   αv  = αv  ⊕ SIGi; 
  Else 
   βv  = βv  ⊕ SIGi; 
 end 
 αs = U
α
iSIG , with α
α vSIGi ∈  
 βs = U
β
iSIG , with β
β vSIGi ∈  
 If ( parentv != null) then 
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αsvv parentparent ⊕= ; βsvv parentparent ⊕= ; 
UnionSignature( parentv ); 
If ( countvparent .  > M ) then  SplitNode( parentv ); 
 If ( parentv = null) then 
  Root = { αs , βs }; 
End. 
Procedure UnionSignature( v ) 
Begin 
 s = U iSIG , với vSIGi ∈ ; 
 If( parentv != null) then 
 begin 
  vSIG = iSIG{ | nextSIGi →  = v , }parenti vSIG ∈ ; 
  parentv → )( sigSIGv →  = s ; 
  UnionSignature( parentv ); 
end 
End 
3.4   The image retrieval algorithm based on S-tree and EMD distance 
After storing signatures and identify of  the image on the S-tree. The process of  
retrieval will give the signatures of the image basing on approving the S-tree  and the 
similarity EMD. Process the same query signature image will be significantly reduced 
because of only browse the direction of the best measure EMD instead of having to 
browse in all directions in accordance with the query image signature. After finding 
similar image signatures, based on the identification of specific images will find 
images similar to the query image. Therefore, the problem is to do is to find the 
signature of the image and identity of the corresponding image, the query process is 
carried out as follows 
Input: the query signature sig and the S-tree 
Output: Set of image’s binary signatures and Set of 
unique identify references to image. 
Algorithm3. Search-Image-Sig(sig, S-tree) 
Begin 
 v = root; 
SIGOUT = ∅; 
 Stack = ∅; 
 Push(Stack, v); 
 while(not Empty(Stack)) do 
 begin 
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  v = Pop(Stack); 
  If(v is not Leaf) then 
begin 
   For(SIGi ∈ v and SIGi→sig ∧ sig = sig) 
do 
    EMD(SIG0→sig, sig) = 
min{EMD(SIGi→sig, sig)| SIGi ∈ v}; 
   Push(Stack, SIG0 → next); 
  end 
  Else 
   SIGOUT = SIGOUT ∪ {<SIGi → sig, oidi> 
| SIGi ∈ v}; 
end 
return SIGOUT; 
End. 
Since the S-tree has many tree multiple balanced branches. In addition to, at each 
node of the tree will be travesed in the best similirity measure direction next with 
EMD, which will cost up to browse the S-tree is −= 1log nh m . Search process on 
is done similar to traverse the S-tree, so the cost of the query process on S-tree is 
−×× 1log nMk m , with k is the length of each signature, m is the minimum number 
of signatures, M is the maximum number of signatures of a node in the S-tree. 
 
4   Experimental 
4.1   Model application 
Based on the theory and algorithms proposed above, this paper carried out empirical 
application built to evaluate and verify the theoretical basis proposed. The empirical 
application build process consists of two phases, the first phase will perform 
preprocessing to convert image database becomes binary signature and put into 
signature S-tree based on the relative measureself EMD. The second phase will 
execute the query process, corresponding to a query image needs to be converted to 
the binary signature and the query will be performed on the S-tree based on the 
similarity measure EMD. After the signature of the similar image, retrieves specific 
images and sorted by priority order of the similarity measure EMD. 
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Fig. 1. Model image retrieval system 
Phase 1: Perform preprocessing 
Step 1. Quantized images in the database and converted to a color histogram. 
Step 2. Convert the color histogram of the image in the form of binary signatures. 
Step 3. Respectively calculate the EMD distance of the signature images and insert 
the signature image into the S-tree 
Phase 2: Implementation query 
Step 1. For each query image, will calculate the color histogram and converted into 
binary signatures. 
Step 2. Perform binary signature query on S-tree consists of the signature images, it is 
possible to find similar images at the leafs of the S-tree through the EMD measure. 
Step 3. After images similar conduct arrangement similar level from high to low and 
make title match after images arranged on the basis of similarity EMD distance. 
4.2   The experimental results 
Each image will calculate the color histogram based on 16 color range is divided on 
the HSV color space include: BLACK, SILVER, WHITE, GRAY, RED, ORANGE, 
YELLOW, LIME GREEN, TURQUOISE, CYAN, OCEAN, BLUE, VIOLET, 
MAGENTA, RASPBERRY 
 
Fig. 2. Standard color range to calculate the color histogram 
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  (c)       (d) 
Fig. 3. (a) Number of comparisons to create S-tree. (b) The time (miliseconds) to create S-tree. 
(c) Number of comparisons to query image in database over 10,000 images. 
(d) The time (miliseconds) to query image in database over 10,000 images. 
5   Conclusion 
The paper created the algorithms in order to speed up the retrieval similar image 
based on the image's binary signatures, thence the paper has designed and 
implemented the image retrieval model on CBIR’s content. As the experimental 
showed that the it is takes a long time to create S-tree from the image’s binary 
signature, but the retrieval image relied on S-tree will be a lot faster than a linear 
search method based on EMD. However, when using EMD to calculate the 
distribution of the image’s colors will result in inaccurate in the case of images with 
the same percentage of color pixels but the color distribution location does not 
correspond to each other. The next development will assess the similarity of the 
image through EMD distance with location distribution of the percentage of color 
pixels and compare objects in the contents of image to increase accuracy when 
querying the similar images. 
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